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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to cut our
ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a Blessed Hope
enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer

Bump in the Night
By Hal Lindsey
Imagine you and your family are in an Anaheim, California motel or Airbnb. Preparations for tomorrow’s
visit to Disneyland are complete. Excited kids have finally settled down to sleep. You’re able to relax a
minute before doing the same.
Then you feel it. The floor begins to rumble and roll. The room sways. A nearby lamp rattles. It takes about
two seconds to realize you are experiencing a California earthquake. In the seconds that follow, you ask
yourself, “Could this be the big one? What are the safety procedures? What do I do to protect my family?”
In a few more seconds, all goes quiet. The quake ends. It turns out to have been small — at least for you.
But how far are you from the epicenter? How bad was it there? Has there been any damage? Are the
freeways intact? Will the airport be operating when it’s time for you to go home? Is Space Mountain okay?
What about the rest of Disneyland?
You go on the internet in search of information. In a matter of minutes, an article appears giving preliminary
information on the quake — where it was centered and how strong it was. You learn that it wasn’t the big
one, and it won’t disrupt your plans.
Then, at the end of the brief article, you see that it was written entirely by machines. A computer at the US
Geological survey received and evaluated data from seismic sensors across the region. It sent an alert to
various news media containing basic information and preliminary statistics. A computer at the newspaper
where you found the article then spit out the preliminary story. Such use of technology is useful and, in an
emergency, could be crucial.
But where is it leading?
More than half of all internet traffic is now automated, mostly by what are referred to as “bots.” That’s short
for “web robot.” These are not manlike machines sitting at keyboards and reading computer monitors. They
are software applications. They do automated tasks, following scripts written for them.
By some estimates, during the 2016 election cycle, one-fifth of online debates were between machines
with no human beings involved at all. Bots can be programmed to generate political stories or get into
political arguments. Why pay people to do this when you can automate the process with Artificial
Intelligence? The next time you get into an online debate with a stranger, that stranger may not even be

human.
Bots follow scripts given by their human masters. Those scripts reflect the beliefs, biases, prejudices, and
purposes of those humans. By automating the process, bots turn the work of a single human into
something that looks like the work of thousands, maybe millions. They invade social networks. They
generate posts and lay out stories meant to persuade people of a certain point of view, or sometimes to
paralyze the political opposition with confusion.
And then there are the real people. In 2016, a group of people in Veles, Macedonia — most of them
teenagers — made their city famous as the “Fake News Capital of the World.” They discovered that the
American elections were a gold mine. All they had to do was make up stories that people wanted to
believe. Every click on one of their stories meant money in their pockets. Whether or not the stories were
true, made no difference. If people clicked on the story, it made money. So, they wrote outrageous things
— the more outrageous the better, as long as it felt like something that could be true.
It’s no accident that when His disciples asked Jesus about the end times, His first words were a warning.
In Matthew 24:4, He said, “Take heed that no one deceives you.”
We live in the era of deception. Today, there is little consensus on reality. They used to say that pictures
don’t lie. But they do now. Film of someone doing something or saying something once served as
irrefutable evidence that the person did or said what was depicted. Not anymore.
So, what do we believe? Who do you trust in an era when liars have been given such powerful
technological tools? Two thousand years ago, Pontius Pilate asked, “What is truth?”
In John 14:6, Jesus said, “I am… the truth.”
In John 8:32, He said, “The truth shall make you free.”
As the world struggles to understand what is true and what is real, those who know Jesus can rest in the
most fundamental truth of all — Him.

Extermination gas used by Nazis during Holocaust developed by same
pharmaceutical company that invented abortion pills
newstarget.com
A popular “abortion pill” that terminates unborn human life during the first nine or 10 weeks of pregnancy
just so happens to have been created by the very same folks that invented the extermination gas used in
Nazi death camps during World War II, a new video produced by the pro-life group Live Action has
revealed.
As it turns out, Roussel-Uclaf, a French pharmaceutical company that’s credited with first coming up with
the RU-486 abortion pill back in 1980, is actually a subsidiary of Hoechst AG, a German pharmaceutical
company that developed some of the poisonous gas compounds that were used by the Nazis to kill Jews
and other “undesirables” in death camps during the Holocaust.
This shocking revelation gives a whole new meaning to the popular Antifa chant, Go home, Nazis!, as
it proves that the real Nazis in our society are the legal drug cartels that dispense life-destroying

pharmaceuticals as “medicine” – and all with the blessing of the corrupt U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).
The roughly four-minute video by Live Action explains how nearly 350,000 unborn babies were killed by
the RU-486 abortion pill just in the year 2017. This represents nearly 40 percent of all abortions that were
reported that year, the video goes on to explain.
Back in 1964, the Walt Disney Company produced a pro-abortion film for The Population Council, a
eugenicist group that was given patent rights for RU-486 in 1994
In case you’re unfamiliar with it, RU-486 contains a drug known as mifepristone that kills unborn babies
by starving them of nutrients. And while Roussel-Uclaf had initially refused to sell it in the United States,
none other than former President Bill Clinton signed an executive order back in 1993 to expedite the drug’s
import into America.
Just one year later in 1994, Roussel-Uclaf donated the patent rights for RU-486 to The Population Council,
Inc., a not-for-profit corporation founded by eugenicists who want to control the populations of the world
by killing off as many unborn children as possible.
Believe it or not, Walt Disney Productions actually partnered up with The Population Council back in 1964
to produce a “Family Planning” propaganda film that pushed the message that there are too many people
in the world, and that something needs to be done to curb population num bers.
“Today, deaths are cut in half or better, especially among children. The old balance is upset. Those who
live now instead of die are added each year to the number of people in the community,” the narrator of this
1964 Disney production states.
“The mother will have too much to do. She’ll be tired and cross, and her health will suffer. The children will
be sickly and unhappy, with little hope for the future. This picture can be true for countless families if the
number of children born is left to chance,” he goes on to explain, adding that family planning is a way of
overcoming this, “merely by taking pills or using simple devices.”
Just one year after The Population Council was given the patent rights to RU-486, it set up a
pharmaceutical company known as DANCO Laboratories that quickly rushed abortion pills onto the market.
DANCO was originally chartered offshore in the Grand Cayman Islands, which is a well-known tax haven.
RU-486, or mifepristone, was also brought over to China not long after, where it continues to be the
abortion drug of choice for families to abide by China’s one-child policy.

23 killed as Israel strikes over 20 Iranian, Syrian regime targets
Defense Minister Naftali Bennett to Iran: You are no longer immune. Wherever you stretch your
tentacles-we will hack them off.
By ANNA AHRONHEIM, IDAN ZONSHINE NOVEMBER 20, 2019 17:08
Israel warned Iran from carrying out further attacks against the Jewish State after Israeli Air Force fighter
jets carried out a wave of retaliatory air strikes against dozens of military targets belonging to the Iranian
Quds Force (IRGC) and the Syrian army on Tuesday night in Syria.
Israeli Defense Minister Naftali Bennett said following the strikes that "the rules have changed: Anyone

who shoots at the State of Israel during the day will not sleep at night. Like last week and now this week.
Our message to Iran's leaders is simple: You are no longer immune. Wherever you stretch your
tentacles-we will hack them off. The IDF will continue to protect Israeli citizens "
According to a senior official in Israel’s Defense Establishment, the “head of the Iranian octopus” sits in
Tehran but continues to attempt to surround Israel with proxy groups-Hezbollah in Lebanon, Iranian militias
in Syria, Islamic Jihad and to some extent Hamas.
“We have not yet threatened the head of the octopus - Tehran. But it is possible to start approaching the
head of the Iranian octopus,” he warned.
IDF Spokesperson Brig.Gen. Hidai Zilberman told reporters on Wednesday the tens of targets struck in
Damascus, west of Damascus and the Syrian Golan Heights overnight belonging both to the regime of
Bashar al-Assad and Quds Force were carried out within minutes and were all located within 80 kilometers
of Israel’s border.
While the launchers which fired the rockets on Tuesday morning were not struck, some 20 other targets
struck included advanced air defense systems (not the Russian-made S-300 missile defense batteries),
surface-to-air missiles, reconnaissance sites and warehouses, the National Defense Building at the
Damascus International Airport which houses the Quds Force headquarters and other military positions.
According to the British-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR), 23 people, including 16
non-Syrians who are most likely Iranians, were killed in the Israeli airstrikes. The senior Israel defense
official acknowledged that there were injuries and a number of Iranian fatalities.

Globalists Are Openly Admitting To Their Population Control Agenda
By Brandon Smith/Activist Post November 18, 2019
Eugenics and population control are long-time hobbies of the financial elites. In the early 1900s, the
Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Institute were deeply involved in promoting eugenics laws in the
US. These laws led to the forced sterilization of over 60,000 American citizens in states like California and
thousands of rejected marriage licenses.
The eugenics programs in the US were only a beta test, though, as the Rockefellers then transferred their
programs over to Germany under Hitler and the Third Reich in the 1930s, where a true widespread
eugenics-based population control program was introduced.
The targets of population reduction were based on ethnic background, but also "mental intelligence" and
economic status. The Carnegie Institute even established a "Eugenics Records Office" called Cold Springs
Harbor Laboratory in 1904, which collected genetic data on millions of Americans and their families with
the intent of controlling their numbers and erasing certain traits from the US population. The Cold Springs
Harbor Laboratory still exists today and presents itself as a kind of philanthropic endeavor to help
humanity.
Public knowledge of the globalists and their population control agenda was carefully swept under the rug
in the US after the exposure of Nazi programs post-WWII. The word "eugenics" became a very ugly one
and all the effort the elites put into promoting it as a legitimate science was ruined. However, they were
not going to give up on their precious ideology.

In the late 1960s into the 1970s there was a resurgence of population control rhetoric coming out of
globalist circles. Under the supervision of the UN and some related scientific groups, the Club Of Rome
was formed. A prominent part of the Club of Rome's agenda was population reduction.
In 1972 the group of "scientists" under the UN's direction published a paper called 'The Limits Of Growth',
which called for greatly reduced human population in the name of "saving the environment". This effort was
directly linked to another agenda - the institution of a global government that could handle and enforce
population controls on a wide scale.
The elites had found a new scientific front for their eugenics obsession: Climate science. In the early 1990s
the Club Of Rome published a book called The First Global Revolution. In it they state:
In searching for a common enemy against whom we can unite, we came up with the idea that pollution,
the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like, would fit the bill. In their totality and their
interactions these phenomena do constitute a common threat which must be confronted by everyone
together. But in designating these dangers as the enemy, we fall into the trap, which we have already
warned readers about, namely mistaking symptoms for causes. All these dangers are caused by human
intervention in natural processes. and it is only through changed attitudes and behaviour that they can be
overcome. The real enemy then is humanity itself.
The statement comes from Chapter 5 - The Vacuum, which covers their position on the need for global
government. The quote is relatively clear; a common enemy must be conjured in order to trick humanity
into uniting under a single banner, and the elites see environmental catastrophe, caused by mankind itself,
as the best possible motivator. It also outlines the perfect rationale for population control - Mankind is the
enemy; therefore, mankind as a species must be kept under strict supervision and his proliferation must
be restricted.
The Club of Rome and the UN agenda have always been intimately connected. In the 1990s at the same
time The First Global Revolution was being published, UN assistant secretary general Robert Muller was
publishing his manifesto which is now collected on a website called 'Good Morning World'. Muller argues
that global governance must be achieved using the idea of "protecting the Earth" and environmentalism
as the key components. Through fear of environmental Apocalypse, the public could be convinced to
accept global government as a necessary nanny state to keep society from destroying itself.
In a paper titled 'Proper Earth Government: A Framework And Ways To Create It' Robert Muller outlines
how climate change could be used to convince the masses of the need for global government. Integral to
his plan were the introduction of a new "global religion", and population controls.
It should come as no surprise that the UN established the Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change
(IPCC) and that this panel and its offshoots are now at the forefront of the argument for population
reduction. As we close in on the end date for the UN's 2030 Agenda, which calls for a radical shift of
human production from oil and other large-scale energy sources into small-scale "renewable energies",
there are only 10 years left for the globalists to achieve their goals if they hope to meet their announced
deadline. This would require a violent change in human society and most of all industrialized nations.
The human population would have to be reduced dramatically in order to survive on the meager energy
output of renewables alone. A disaster of epic proportions would have to take place soon so that the
globalists could then spend the next decade using the resulting fear to convince the surviving population
that global governance is needed. Without aggressive crisis and change most people would never go along
with the UN's agenda, out of simple desire for self preservation. Even many leftists, once exposed to the
true nature of carbon controls and population reduction, might have second thoughts when they realize
they could be affected.

The key to understanding people who cheer for population control or population reduction is that these
people always assume that THEY will be the survivors and inheritors of the Earth after the culling. They
never assume that they will be the ones put on the chopping block.
In 2019, the population agenda is being ramped into high gear and the public is being carefully conditioned
over time to accept the idea that man-made climate change is real and population is the source of the
problem. Recently, a groups of scientists partially funded by something called the "Worthy Garden Club"
claimed 11,000 signatures on a statement for the need for population reduction in the name of saving the
Earth from global warming.
The statement cites all the same long-debunked IPCC and UN climate change propaganda as the reasons
why the Earth is on the verge of annihilation. The fact of the matter is, climate scientists have been
consistently caught red handed manipulating their own data to show the intended outcome of global
warming. They have even been caught trying to adjust their own data from 20 years ago in order to match
it more closely to the rigged data they publish today.
The Worthy Garden Club is a strangely sterile group and there doesn't seem to be any list of their patrons
and who funds them. However, the mainstream media was quick to pick up on the statement from the
"11,000 scientists" and tie it to statements made by the UN's IPCC.
Population control has also been brought up consistently as an issue in the 2020 Presidential Election
race. Bernie Sanders argued for birth control measures in poor countries. Elizabeth Warren promoted
abortion by saying it was as safe as "getting your tonsils removed". She has consistently promoted the
carbon control agenda of the UN and was, interestingly, a member of the University Of Texas Population
research Center in the 1980s. And, Green New Deal politicians are throwing their support behind the
statements from the Worthy Garden Club on population reduction.
This is the first time I have seen the argument for population reduction used so blatantly and widespread
in the mainstream media, and it suggests to me that a trend is forming. For years I have warned my
readers that they will know when the globalists are about to pull the plug on the current system when they
start talking about their criminality openly. When they admit to their agenda in a free way, this means they
are close to a global reset and do not care anymore who knows about it. The openness of the plan to cut
world population is becoming apparent.
Strangely, there has been little mention of the fact that the world population, in the West most of all, is
actually in decline. Far from exploding beyond the Earth's capacity, people are barely having enough
children to keep the current population stable. It would appear that the globalist agenda is already in
motion. Through engineered economic disintegration, the population is being slowly reduced. However,
this slow decline may not be enough to satisfy the globalists.
How many people would the globalists like to kill off to achieve their utopian aspirations? Well, globalist
Ted Turner in a moment of honesty said when confronted by We Are Change that the population should
be reduced to 2 billion down from 7 billion.
The primary issue here beyond the moral horror show of eugenics is, who gets cut? And, furthermore, who
gets to decide who gets cut? Who gets to decide if you can have children or not? Who gets to decide if
you are allowed to access resources to produce and make a living or not? Who gets to decide if the global
economy will sustain the population or not? W ho pulls the trigger on the culling of the population?
As history has shown us, it is always the elites that end up in the position of deciding the fates of millions
or billions. From the Rockefeller Foundation sterilization programs in the US in the early 1900s to the UN
today, the globalists, a veritable death cult, are desperate to conjure a rationalization as to why they should

be the ones to allow or deny human life based on lies like man-made climate change. They don't believe
in the climate change threat; THEY were the people that fabricated it. So, what is the core reason behind
all of this?
A reduced population completely dependent on limited energy sources might be easier to dominate. But
I have another theory - they are psychopaths looking for a socially justifiable way to kill as many people
as possible.

